Welcome to the public meeting for the proposed pavement rehabilitation and widening of
Interstate 10 from LA 328 (Breaux Bridge Exit) to LA 347 (Henderson Cecilia Exit) in St.
Martin Parish. This project is jointly funded by the Federal Highway Administration and the
Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development.

1/25/2018

DOTD and FHWA propose full-depth replacement of the existing pavement
for the length of the project. I-10 would be widened within the existing
median in each direction, and a concrete median barrier would be
constructed. An overpass for Melvin Dupuis Rd. and 6 lanes of interstate
would be constructed at grade (or on ground level).
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The purpose and need for this project is to rehabilitate the existing pavement and to
increase capacity.

In addition to this presentation, the following stations are available tonight:
•

A Sign-in and Hand-out Station

•

An Exhibit Station to review layouts of the proposed project and to ask
questions to project staff

•

A Real Estate Station to discuss any concerns you may have regarding required
right-of-way and your property;

•

And a Comment Station for giving written and/or verbal comments.
Comments received tonight and those postmarked within 10 days of this
meeting will be included in the official meeting transcript.

Project team members are available to assist you and receive your comments.

1/25/2018

As shown on this vicinity map, the proposed project is located along the I-10 corridor from
the LA 328 Interchange (Breaux Bridge Exit) to the LA 347 Interchange (Henderson Cecilia
Exit). The project includes work in St. Martin Parish.

The project would include:
Replacing the full-depth of the pavement within the existing lanes of I-10.
Widening the west and east bound pavement surface within the existing median.
Removing the existing interstate bridge structure over Melvin Dupuis Rd and constructing 6
lanes at grade.
Installing a concrete median barrier, pavement striping, raised markers, and rumble strips.
Constructing a 2-lane overpass structure for Melvin Dupuis Road

During construction on I-10:
Two lanes of through traffic will be maintained.
Any lane closures limiting traffic to less than 2 open lanes would occur at night and would
not be continuous throughout the project corridor.
During construction on Melvin Dupuis Rd:
The crossing at I-10 will be closed to through traffic for approximately 18 months. Access
would continue via LA 328 (Anse Broussard Hwy) for north of I-10 and LA 347 (Grand Point
Hwy) for south of I-10.

The west bound and east bound pavement would be striped for three 12-foot travel lanes,
a 12-foot outside shoulder, and a 16-foot inside shoulder. I-10 would then have 6 lanes of
through-traffic between the interchanges at LA 328 and LA 347. This section of I-10 would
be completely at-grade.
Melvin Dupuis Road would cross I-10 via an overpass bridge structure.

Here is a typical section of what I-10 will look like, post construction.
Both the west bound and east bound sides of I-10 would have three 12-foot wide travel
lanes, with a 16-foot inside shoulder, and a 12-foot outside shoulder. A median barrier
would separate the east bound and west bound lanes.

Here is a typical section of what the Melvin Dupuis bridge structure will look like.
The bridge would have two 11-foot wide travel lanes, with 5-foot shoulders. The at-grade
portion of Melvin Dupuis Road would have the dimensions for lanes and shoulders as the
bridge structure.

Currently, the only resources with expected project impacts are wetlands and other waters
of the U.S. Approximately 3.5 acres of wetlands and 3.4 acres of other waters may be
impacted by the implementation of this project. No park lands, recreation areas, wildlife
refuges, or historic properties would be impacted. No noise abatement walls are
proposed. Approximately 1.78 acre of additional right-of-way is required for this project
along Melvin Dupuis Rd, near the proposed overpass. The areas required are identified on
exhibits in the lobby. Speak to a project team member for more information.

Representatives of the DOTD Real Estate Section have a station here tonight, and they are
available to answer questions pertaining to the project’s Right-of-Way.
The DOTD Brochure explaining Acquisition of Right-of-Way is available at that table or can
be obtained later from the Department’s Real Estate Office at P.O. Box 94245, Baton Rouge,
LA , or by telephone at area code (225) 242-4591.
We suggest you read the available brochure carefully. If you have any questions regarding
your individual situation, consult with the agent when s/he meets with you, or contact the
District 03 Real Estate Office.

There are three ways you can help tonight.
1.
Sign-in and review all materials.
2.
Speak with a team member about your concerns.
3.
Provide us with your written or recorded comment.

This is the end of the Presentation. Thank you for your time. Please visit the remaining
stations to view the exhibits and provide comments.

